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A STORY BORN FROM THE HEART OF THE EARTH

a magnificent example of sustainable
development for an entire region
The story of Floramiata begins in the mid-1970s,
when the cinnabar mining industry for the production of mercury went into crisis due to the
unacceptable effects it was having on the environment and health. The floriculture company
began thanks to a plan devised by ENI for reconversion of the mining activity.
The project consisted in using the same geothermal steam that gave rise to the metal deposits
to produce electrical and thermal energy to heat
greenhouses and ornamental plants of tropical
origin, thereby turning the former miners into
floriculturists.
The idea was simple and effective, a project that
represents for the entire territory a economically virtuous and ecologically sustainable initiative
for the entire area, where mineral extraction has
been replaced with a growth opportunity in harmony with nature.

A landscape of extraordinary beauty
on the slopes of Monte Amiata
Floramiata is located in the valley of the river Paglia towards the south of the province of Siena, in
the municipality of Piancastagnaio on the slopes
of Monte Amiata. It is surrounded by the Crete Senesi and adjacent to the Val d’Orcia Park, a World
Heritage Site, in an area bordering with the provinces of Siena and Grosseto (Tuscany), Alta Tuscia
Viterbese (Lazio) and Umbria.
The region has a strong cultural identity that is also
reflected in its abundance of food and wine excellences, many of which are protected by European
quality labels. Each product, from the wine and
oil to the mushrooms and chestnuts, has its own
distinctive qualities and history to be discovered.
A visit to Floramiata is also an occasion to see a
characteristic part of Tuscany and one of the most
beautiful places in the world.

PIANCASTAGNAIO
and the VAL D’ORCIA2

FLORAMIATA
today

Today Floramiata is a reference
point for all green enthusiasts, a
serious and qualified partner that
pays attention to market developments.
The company produces around 60
different species of potted plants of
tropical origin, including Spathiphyllum,
Anthurium, Scindapsus, Dieffenbachia,
Schefflera and Phalaenopsis, in an area of
roughly 1,270,000 m2.
This includes a 230,000 m2 area with heated greenhouses for the cultivation of ornamental potted
plants and 97,000 m2 with production areas for the cultivation
of nursery species, with the remaining space occupied by semi-native plants, landscaped areas, roads and buildings.
In addition to these structures, there is also a meristematic propagation centre with a spacious laboratory and acclimatisation
greenhouses.
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127ha
company
area

147
employees
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millions
plants produced
each year

23
ha
60
species

600

heated greenhouses
with geothermal
steam

Tons of CO2 captured
from plants every year

13K

154

millions

Tons of diesel fuel if this
energy would be
kWh of geothermal energy
produced
supplied every year
by
burning
equiva-
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millions
sales
2019

lent to 8.3%
of the entire
needs of the
province of
Siena

the company’s
Numbers
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That’s why our
product will be
chosen by
consumers
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why
floramiata
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Slow
Grow

Super-intensive
cultivation

is a system that leads to higher production where climatic conditions are very far
from the real environmental
conditions of tropical plants.
The days in winter are shorter
and in summer they are often
cloudy so the plants feed on
artificial rather than natural
light.
Furthermore, in order to produce an increasing number
of these varieties in the shortest possible time, the producers must resort to hormonal
treatments to artificially push
on those factors that in nature stimulate growth and therefore accelerate the ripening
processes.
Artificial forcing subjects the
plant to such a high stress that
as soon as it is inserted in a
home context often dies very
quickly.

95% of
the plants
on market
grow in
this way
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Ours
plants
grow
without
hormones
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the Floramiata brand
In Floramiata the password is NATURE

T

hanks to the improvement of production techniques and the favorable climate of our peninsula combined with the possibility of heating
the greenhouses with geothermal heat and therefore
maintaining the constant temperature above 25 ° C
all year round, it is easier for us to replicate the vault
of the tropical forest and recreate the most favorable
conditions for the natural growth of our plants.

Shelf - Life
in domestic environment

• good quality
• excellent resilience
• long duration
• adaptability to the conditions of use
These are characteristics that clearly distinguish them
from imported productions (super-intensive cultivation).
Floramiata has a considerable stock of mother plants
of Dieffenbachia, Aglaonema and Scindapsus, which
allows a large portion of the cuttings required for cultivation each year to be self-produced.

plant life

Our structural conditions and refined cultivation techniques, which do not disrupt the plant’s natural development cycle and that allow slow growth without
any hormonal forcing, have enabled the “Floramiata”
brand over time to become closely associated with the
production of ornamental plants of :

days

Floramiata plants
super-intensive push plants
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Carbon
Free

Greenhouses
heated and
lighted with
HYDROCARBONS

Low
environmental
impact
production

Greenhouses heated with
GEOTHERMAL steam
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Sustainable energy
for cultivation
of tropical plants
Monte Amiata is an ancient extinct volcano in whose subsoil is the most important aquifer in Tuscany and a geothermal field exploited by ENEL Green Power to produce
electricity.
Downstream of the production of electricity, the endogenous fluids heat 23 hectares of greenhouses thanks to a long
thermal pipeline that brings the heat from the Piancastagnaio geothermal power plant to our greenhouses, energy that
without the district heating system that powers the production
complex would be dispersed into the environment without being
valued.
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Geothermal heat allows to cultivate, at any time, plants at a constant
temperature above 25 °C; a condition that together with natural
lighting, the use of mobile thermal screens and drip irrigation
systems, allows the company to obtain a superior quality product
with significant energy and water savings.

CARBON FREE

A production cycle where environment,
product and territory are unison and a
basic reason in the choices of the company that has obtained the MPS ecological certificate and which independently
controls and monitors CO2 emissions
allowing it to be the first European
CARBON FREE floricultural company,
where emissions generated during the
production cycle are compensated by
the resorption capacity of the plants it
gives life to.
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The direction of your company
is in line with the growing public
awareness to environmental
sustainability

Your ambition for a world with less plastic
and more biodegradable materials with
a keen eye on energy consumption, can
become a witness to a new culture
through the concrete commitment to limit
carbon dioxide emissions in all areas,
from logistics to packaging, from energy
consumption to waste production.
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Together for the environment
to become part of an ecological economy and
give a message of hope to our children for the
future of their planet.
They don’t have another one.
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Made in Tuscany
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